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Goal 
QCD θ-vacuum(spontaneous CPV), 
role of instantons [poster by Mori], 

… 

axion abundance



Symmetries of the SM do allow the θ term,

L� =
i�

32�2
�µ���Tr(Gµ�G��) =

i�

32�2
GG̃

Gµ� : gluon field strength

θ = θQCD + θYukawa 
NEDM exp ➡ θ ≲ 10−10 ! 
➡ Why is θ so small?

Strong CP problem



Two possible solutions

✓Peccei-Quinn mechanism

✓mu = 0
θ-term ⇒ unphysical

θ-term dynamically vanishes



Vl.44

Lepton 8c Quark Full Listings
Neutrino Bounds from Astrophysics and Cosmology, d, u, s, c, b, t
Astrophysical and Cosmologttcal Limits on v MASSES

If neutrinos are present as dark rnatter in galactic halos, limits on neutrino masses
have been computed based on neutrino degeneracy arid Fermi statistics. The results
depend strongly on assumptions. See the references.

VALUE (eV) DOCUMEN T ID TECN COMMEN T

~ ~ ~ We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. ~ ~ ~

SPERGEL 88B COSM
KAWASA K I 86 COSM
KAWASAKI 86B COSM
TAKAHARA 86 COSM supernovae
MADSEN 85 COSM Some anisotropy
MADSEN 84 COSM Assume Isotropy
SARKAR 84 COSM Decaying neutrinos
FREESE 83 COSM Degenerate v
LIN 83 COSM
PRIMACK 83 COSM
BOND 81 COSM Adiabatic
DAVIS 81 COSM Adiabatic+decaying v's
SCHRAMM 81 COSM Isothermal
TREMAINE 79 COSM Isothermal

Limits on MASSES of Light Stable Right-Handed v
{with nece~arlly suppressed interaction strengths)
VALUE (eV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

~ ~ ~ We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. ~ ~ ~

(100-200 1 OLIVE 82 COSM Dirac v
(200-2000 'OLIVE 82 COSM Majorana v

Depending on interaction strerigth gg where gR &GF.

Limits on MASSES of Heavy Stable Right-Handed v
{with neces~rily supp~d interaction strengths)
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

~ ~ ~ We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. ~ ~ ~

& 10 OLIVE 82 COSM gR/GF (0.1
&100 OLIVE 82 COSM gg / GF (0.01

These results apply to heavy Majorana neutrinos and are summarized by the equation:
m(v) &1.2 GeV (GF/gR).

REFERENCES FOR Neutrino Bounds from Astrophysics and Cosmology

Mass m = 5 to 15 MeV
md/ms ——0.04 to 0.06

Charge = —~ e iz = —g1

The d-, u-, and s-quark masses are estimates of so-called "current-
quark masses, " with ratios mu/md and md/ms extracted from pion
and kaon masses using chiral symmetry. The estimates of d and u
masses are not without controversy and remain under active inves-
tigation. Within the literature there are even suggestions that the
u quark could be essentially massless. The s-qIJark mass is estimated
from SU(3) splitting in hadron masses.

Mass m = 2 to 8 MeV
mu/md ——0.25 to 0.70

Charge = p e I, =+&1

See the comment for the d quark above.

QUARKS
This year we are introducing Quark Listings. The quark masses
shown are not based on a set of papers. Since the subject of their
masses is controversial, the purpose of these Listings is to provoke
discussion. We ask that our readers send us comments and ref-
erences (particularly on quark mass definitions and values). The
masses that enter a QCD Lagrangian are "running" masses and
depend on scale and renormalization scheme. These can be dif-
ferent from the heavy quark masses obtained in potential models.
For this edition we have attempted to give a conservative range
of masses. In the next edition we will provide a more extensive
treatment.

SPERGEL
KAWASAKI
KAWASAKI
TAKAHARA
COWSIK
MADSEN
FREESE
MADSEN
SARKAR
SCHRAMM
FREESE
LIN
PRIMACK

Also
OLIVE
BERNSTEIN
BOND
DAVIS
SCHRAMM
TREMAINE
VYSOTSKY

SZA LAY
SZALAY
COWS IK
MARX
GERSHTEIN

+Weinberg, Gott
+Terasawa, Sato
+Sato
+Sato

88B PR D38 2014
86 PL B178 71
86B PL 169B 280
86 PL B174 373
85 PL 151B 62
85 PRL 54 2720 +Epstein
84 NP B233 167 +Schramm
84 AP J 282 11 +Epstein
84 PL 148B 347 +Cooper
84 PL 141B 337 +Steigman
83 PR D27 1689 +Kolb, Turner
83 AP J 266 L21 +Faber
83 Phil. 4th Workshop on Grand Unification
82 Nature 299 37 Blumenthal, Pagels, Primack
82 PR D25 213 +Turner
81 PL 101B 39 +Feinberg
81 Nu Conf. Hawaii +Szalay
81 APJ 250 423 +Lecar, Pryor, Witten
81 APJ 243 1 +Steigman
79 PRL 42 407 +Gunn
77 JETPL 26 188 +Dolgov, Zeldovich

Translated from ZETFP 26 200.
AA 49 437 +Marx
APAH 35 8 +Marx
PRL 29 669 +McClelland
Nu Conf. Budapest +Szalay
JETPL 4 120 +Zeldovich
Translated from ZETFP 4 189.

(PRIN)
(TOKY)
(TOKY)
(TOKY)
(TATA)

(AARH, LANL)
(CHIC, FNAL)
(AARH, LANL)
(OXF, CERN)
(FNAL, BART)
(CHIC, LANL)

(UCSC)
(UCSC)

(UCSC, ROCK)
(CHIC, UCSB)
(STEV, COLU)
(UCB, CHIC)

(HARV, PRIN)
(CHIC, BART)

(CIT, CAMB, CAIW)
(ITEP)

(EOTV)
(EOTV)
(UCB)
(EOTV)
(KIAM)

/{J~) = 0(q~+)

Mass m = 1.3 to 1.7 GeV Charge = ~ e Charm = +1
The c-quark mass is estimated from charmonium and D masses. It
corresponds to the potential model mass and not to the "running"
mass.

I(&') = o(-")

Mass m = 100 to 300 MeV Charge = —& e Strangeness = —1
See the comment for the d quark above.

Mass m = 4.7 to 5.3 GeV Charge = —& e Bottom = —1
The b-quark mass is estimated from bottomonium and B masses. It
corresponds to the potential model mass and not to the "running"
mass.

I(i ) = O(-2'+)

Mass m & 91 GeV

(not discovered)

Charge = & e= 2 Top = +1

The t-quark mass shown assumes that the t quark would decay with
100% branching ratio as t ~ bW+ rather than to other modes
such as t ~ bH+. Without this assumption the mass limit is
m & 55 GeV. Standard Model analyses of precision experiments on
the electroweak interactions suggest a mass between 110 and 190
GeV with m ( 200 GeV at 95% CL (see the section on Top Hadrons).

mu = 0? In 1992, “quark masses” appears 
for the first time.



mu = 0?
Citation: C. Patrignani et al. (Particle Data Group), Chin. Phys. C, 40, 100001 (2016) and 2017 update

Light Quarks (u, d, s)

OMITTED FROM SUMMARY TABLE

u-QUARK MASSu-QUARK MASSu-QUARK MASSu-QUARK MASS

The u-, d-, and s-quark masses are estimates of so-called “current-quark
masses,” in a mass- independent subtraction scheme such as MS. The
ratios mu/md and ms/md are extracted from pion and kaon masses
using chiral symmetry. The estimates of d and u masses are not without
controversy and remain under active investigation. Within the literature
there are even suggestions that the u quark could be essentially massless.
The s-quark mass is estimated from SU(3) splittings in hadron masses.

We have normalized the MS masses at a renormalization scale of µ = 2
GeV. Results quoted in the literature at µ = 1 GeV have been rescaled by
dividing by 1.35. The values of “Our Evaluation” were determined in part
via Figures 1 and 2.

MS MASS (MeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN

2.2 +0.6
−0.4 OUR EVALUATION2.2 +0.6
−0.4 OUR EVALUATION2.2 +0.6
−0.4 OUR EVALUATION2.2 +0.6
−0.4 OUR EVALUATION See the ideogram below.

2.27±0.06±0.06 1 FODOR 16 LATT
2.36±0.24 2 CARRASCO 14 LATT
2.57±0.26±0.07 3 AOKI 12 LATT
2.15±0.03±0.10 4 DURR 11 LATT
1.9 ±0.2 5 BAZAVOV 10 LATT
2.24±0.10±0.34 6 BLUM 10 LATT
2.01±0.14 7 MCNEILE 10 LATT
2.9 ±0.2 8 DOMINGUEZ 09 THEO

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

2.01±0.14 7 DAVIES 10 LATT
2.9 ±0.8 9 DEANDREA 08 THEO
3.02±0.33 10 BLUM 07 LATT
2.7 ±0.4 11 JAMIN 06 THEO
1.9 ±0.2 12 MASON 06 LATT
2.8 ±0.2 13 NARISON 06 THEO
1.7 ±0.3 14 AUBIN 04A LATT

1FODOR 16 is a lattice simulation with Nf = 2 + 1 dynamical flavors and includes
partially quenched QED effects.

2 CARRASCO 14 is a lattice QCD computation of light quark masses using 2 + 1 + 1
dynamical quarks, with mu = md ̸= ms ̸= mc . The u and d quark masses are
obtained separately by using the K meson mass splittings and lattice results for the
electromagnetic contributions.

3AOKI 12 is a lattice computation using 1 + 1 + 1 dynamical quark flavors.
4DURR 11 determine quark mass from a lattice computation of the meson spectrum using
Nf = 2 + 1 dynamical flavors. The lattice simulations were done at the physical quark
mass, so that extrapolation in the quark mass was not needed. The individual mu , md
values are obtained using the lattice determination of the average mass mud and of the

ratio ms/mud and the value of Q = (m2
s
− m2

ud) / (m2
d

− m2
u
) as determined from

η → 3π decays.

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 1 Created: 5/30/2017 17:22

Latest PDG (2016)



Topological susceptibility with a single light quark
flavour

J. Frison, R. Kitano, N. Yamada

High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan

Abstract

One of the historical suggestions to tackle the strong CP problem is to

take the up quark mass to zero while keeping md finite. The θ angle is

then supposed to become irrelevant, i.e. the topological susceptibility van-

ishes. However, the definition of the quark mass is scheme-dependent and

identifying the mu = 0 point is not trivial, in particular with Wilson-like

fermions. More specifically, up to our knowledge there is no theoretical

argument guaranteeing that the topological susceptibility exactly vanishes

when the PCAC mass does.

We will present our recent progresses on the empirical check of this prop-

erty using Nf = 1+2 flavours of clover fermions, where the lightest fermion

is tuned very close to mPCAC
u =0 and the mass of the other two is kept of the

order of magnitude of the physical ms. This choice is indeed expected to

amplify any unknown non-perturbative effect caused by mu ̸= md. The sim-

ulation is repeated for several βs and those results, although preliminary,

give a hint about what happens in the continuum limit.

Renormalisation pattern

For a general choice of regulator and renormalisation scheme, a flavour f will renormalise

as

mren
f = Zf(β,mf ′)m

bare
f +m′

f(β,mf ′). (1)

Massless renormalisation schemes form a specific class of schemes which allow a multiplica-

tive renormalisation

mren
f = Z(β)

!

mbare
f −mcrit(β)

"

, (2)

which is convenient to give renormalised mass ratios. At very high energies any scheme will

converge to those, with the perturbative leading terms being universal.

And another class of renormalisation scheme is made of those compatible with the PCAC

relations

∂A = 2mP or ∂Asinglet = 2mPsinglet −
1

32π2
FF̃ . (3)

In the RI/MOM scheme for instance the renormalisation factors are compatible with the

PCAC relation at high energy, although both explicit and spontaneous chiral breaking

introduce additional non-perturbative contributions at low energy.

Every of those schemes will have a different definition of what mren
f = 0 means. While for

Nf = 2 this ambiguity is limited by the physical interpretation of m = 0 corresponding to

a massless pion, this argument is lost when there is only one flavour of light quark. If, in

particular, we want a scheme compatible with the property that the topological suscepti-

bility vanishes when mu does, it is not obvious whether this is compatible with the axial

Ward identity and multiplicative renormalisation.

It has in particular been suggested that a ’t Hooft vertex connected to mass insertions of

different flavours could bring a non-perturbative additive renormalisation to mu, expected

to be something like

∆mu ∼
mdms

ΛQCD
(4)

for renormalisation scales Λ ∼ ΛQCD.

Current knowledge on mu

As of today, FLAG’17 quotes different determination of mu which are combined as

mMS,2 GeV
u = 2.16(9)(7). (5)

This seems to strongly exclude the mu = 0 solution to the CP problem.

However this might just be a “wrong” definition of mu. The physical meaning of the

mu = 0 solution to the strong CP problem is actually χt = 0, that is, in fact, not guaran-

teed to happen at mu = 0 in an arbitrary scheme or scale. Therefore, it is highly nontrivial

whether cancellation of χt requires mMSbar
u to be zero because of non-perturbative and

scheme-dependent effects happening at low energy.

Strategy

In order to make more visible any effect such as O(mdms/Λ) additive renormalisation, we

generate a set of Nf = 1 + 2 lattices where md is chosen unphysically large, degenerate

with ms. By constrast, mu is chosen such that the mu “PCAC mass” (determined from a

combination of non-singlet Ward identities) is as close as possible to zero. This is obtained

by using RHMC on the up quark, tuning its parameters so that the spectrum ofD†D should

be covered by the approximation range even for very light quark.

We chose a Lüscher-Weisz tree-level improved action with two steps of HEX smearing and

clover fermions, in order to stay close to one of the main determinations of mMS
u .

Because χt is known to be non-zero at finite lattice spacing even in Nf = 2 + 1, we con-

sider the continuum limit as a crucial step and have generated configurations at several β

(3.31, 3.5, 3.61, 3, 7, 3.8). As a first step we computed χt for a wide set of mu masses on the

coarsest ensemble. Surprisingly, it turned out to be realistically computable for very low or

even slightly negative mPCAC
u , which probably corresponds to the absence of light meson.

We therefore focus in a second step on generating ensembles directly at near-zero PCAC

up mass.

Most of the ensembles are 163×32, which for the finer ensembles makes tiny lattices in phys-

ical units, but it is expected to be reasonable given the absence of light meson in Nf = 1+2.

A few 244 × 48 ensembles have been generated to check for finite-volume effects.

Ideally we would like to obtain the topological susceptibility through different methods, but

we eventually had to settle on a gluonic definition (5-Li) combined with large time gradient

flow (for different choices of flow action).

The PCAC masses we obtain will be computed from

mPCAC
u = mPCAC

ud −mPCAC
ds /2, (6)

where mPCAC
ff ′ is a non singlet PCAC mass obtained from

mPCAC
ff ′ =

∂0⟨(fγ0γ5f ′)(fγ5f ′)⟩

⟨(fγ5f ′)(fγ5f ′)⟩
. (7)

Results

All the results presented here are still preliminary!
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Figure 1: For coarse ensembles (top half, β = 3.31) the choice of gradient flow

action has a strong influence on the convergence and the stability of the asymptotic

regime to integer values of Q. Actions with higher c1 rectangle parameter (right

side, Iwasaki) tend to give better results. The price to pay for this better behaviour

is the possibility of an increase of discretisation errors and the survival of more

unphysical dislocations which are not decoupled by the gradient flow. This typically

leads to higher χt values for those actions (as seen in next plot). At finer lattice

spacings (bottom half, β = 3.7), all actions tend to be more similar, qualitatively

and quantitatively
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Topological susceptibility in Nf=1+2

Figure 2: Smaller mPCAC
u values correspond to smaller χt as expected, but a large

discretisation effect remains which prevents an exact cancellation of χt at finite

lattice spacing. As lattice spacing is chosen to be smaller, this discretisation effect

drops down and χt seems to reach zero within reasonable precision. However, the

current data cannot exclude the possibility that the continuum limit of χt also

vanishes at non-zero up mass, and the curvature/transition of the β = 3.31 curves is

still unexplained.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the CPU cost as a function of the up quark mass. The

comparison is biased by different (R)HMC parameters, number of nodes, and results

such as the acceptance and correlation time which are not represented here, but it is

clear that we do not hit any kind of “Berlin wall” singularity at zero PCAC mass.

mPCAC
u −mbare

u

β,mbare
u 163 243

3, 31,−0.1 0.1099(5) 0.1094(7)

3.61,−0.0365 0.0355(7)

3.61,−0.0355 0.0369(9)

3.61,−0.0344 0.0362(11)

Table 1: Comparison of finite volume effects on the additive mass of the up quark.

For the lightest masses and smallest volume we do see a bit of tension, but only 1.2σ.

χt = ⟨Q2⟩/V (lat. units)

β,mbare
u (action) 163 243

3.61,−0.0365 (Wilson) 0.80(7)× 10−5

3.61,−0.0355 (Wilson) 1.20(14)× 10−5

3.61,−0.0344 (Wilson) 1.39(14)× 10−5

Table 2: Comparison of finite volume effects on χt. If we linearly extrapolate χt

between the 163 data points, no significant finite volume effect can be seen.

Summary

• In order to gain quantitative understanding of the additive renormalistion to mu, we

perform Nf = 1 + 2 flavour QCD simulations

• The preliminary results presented here contain some evidence of a suppression of χt by

a massless quark, even with a single light flavour, when no light pion exists.

• On the other hand, our ability to generate ensembles at very light mu for a reasonable

cost suggests that the absence of light pion does have some effect on the dynamics.

• Even more surprising is our ability to generate ensembles at negative mPCAC
u , without

hitting any obvious sign problem.

• Our data shows an intriguing transition for a 10 MeV-ish up quark (with unphysically

large down quark), which could be related to the additive renormalisation.

• Studies with more statistics and a wide range of lattice parameters are on-going.
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mu = 0?

J. Frison, et al., in preparation

Nf=1+2 
m1 ≪ m2 = m3 

χt : topological 
       susceptibility 
χt ∝ m1



PQ mechanism [Peccei and Quinn (77)]

Introduce a complex scalar field φ(x)=|φ(x)|eia(x)/fa

Axion
OK, maybe mu is non zero and θ is physical.

Then, why is θ so small?

The axion provides a nice solution.

[Peccei and Quinn ’77]

(dynamically selected)

V (�) = �

�
|�|2 � f2

a

2

�2
SSB ���ei�/faa

Through the coupling to quarks

Axion
OK, maybe mu is non zero and θ is physical.

Then, why is θ so small?

The axion provides a nice solution.

[Peccei and Quinn ’77]

(dynamically selected) ⇒ Strong CP problem gone.

Minimizing axion potential



Axion mass

ma � 6 � 10�6 eV

�
1012GeV

fa/N

�
At T=0, χt ≈ [80 MeV]4 

⇒
fa

Axion mass: 
ma2(T) = χt(T) / 2 fa2 

χt : topological susceptibility

Is θ-term really physical?
—> Does the partition function Z depend on θ?

(CP)

(topological charge = integers!)

(topological susceptibility)

Q: topological charge 

Q = 1

32�2

�
d4xGG̃



axion abundance
Evolution of coherent component: 

         3H(T)2 Mpl2 ∝ T 4 
         ma2(T) = χt(T) / 2 fa2 

Initially, 3H(T) ≫ ma(T) ⇒ ȧ =0 

When 3H(T*) ∼ ma(T*) ⇒ a starts to oscillate. 

na(T0) ≈ na(T*)(T0/T*)3 

                ~ ma(T*) fa2 θa,i2 (T0/T*)3 
  (θa,i = θ + aini / fa) 

Need to know T dependence of χt(T)

�̈ + 3H(T )�̇ + ma(T )2� = 0aȧä a

V(a)

T≫T* 

ma ~ 0 ≪ 3H

T=T0 

ma0 > 3H0

T≈T* 

ma* ≈ 3H

T>T* 

ma ≠0 < 3H



Constraints on axion mass
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Current Axion Constraints

Courtesy GP Carosi, ADMX

kmodel / fa

ma

Axion abundance ≤ DM abundance  
Over-closure bound depending on χt(T)

very small 1/ fa 
⇒ long life time 
⇒ DM candidate



instanton paradigm
The standard way to calculate the temperature 

dependence of ma is based on the dilute instanton gas 
approximation.

instanton action

T
Tc

!t

[Pisarsky, Yaffe ’80]

Instanton action = e−8π2/g2  
b: beta function

χt(T) from Instanton calculus  [Gross, Pisarski, Yaffe (1981)]

Estimate of axion abundance requires χt(T) in Tc<T< 10 Tc. 

Dilute Instanton Gas Approximation (DIGA) is often used.

instanton paradigm
The standard way to calculate the temperature 

dependence of ma is based on the dilute instanton gas 
approximation.

instanton action

T
Tc

!t

[Pisarsky, Yaffe ’80]

Axion Dark Matter

axion window

good DM abundance

[PDG]
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Instanton: χt ~T −8 ⇒

Axion abundance ≤ DM abundance



Is DIGA reliable?
At low T (~ΛQCD), validity is questionable. 
The following extreme behaviors are suggested or yet-allowed. 

✓Step function-like behavior 
𝜒t(T) ~ 𝜒t(T=0) θ(Tc−T)   if  mu,d < mqcrit 

✓A bit milder case 
𝜒t(T) ~ 𝜒t(T=0)                                      for T ≲ Tc  

              ~ 𝜒t(T=0) exp[ −2c(mq) T2/Tc2 ]   for T > Tc



In extreme cases     [Kitano, Yamada (2015)]

scale factor a/ai (or t)

a

V(a)

T≫T* 

ma ~ 0 ≪ 3H

a

V(a)

T=T0 

ma0 > 3H0

a

V(a)

T≈T*≈Tc≈200 MeV 

ma(T) rapidly grows

Oscillation begins. 
 ρa(T*) is larger than the adiabatic case.

ρa(T0)=ρa(T*)×(a*/a0)3

a

V(a)

T≈T*≈Tc 

ma0 > 3H

ρa(T*)



Goal

χt(T) = 〈Q2〉/V4 
in Tc < T < O(10×Tc)



MC history of Q

Lattice calculations of χt(T)

• Generate configurations
• Measure Q at each 

configuration

!t on the lattice

we just need to measure Q in each configuration.

There are two ways to measure Q.



!t on the lattice

we just need to measure Q in each configuration.

There are two ways to measure Q.

!t

0 1 2 3-1-2-3

!t measures how often instantons appear in the path integral. 

If !t is nonzero, θ is physical.

Distribution of Q
width ⇒ 〈Q2〉

Lattice calculations of χt(T)



Somehow,
in 2015, three independent calculations appeared.

E. Berkowiz, M. Buchoff, E. Rinaldi (LLNL)

RK and N. Yamada (KEK)

(in the SU(3) Yang-Milles theory, no quarks yet)

S. Mages et al (BMW)

Bosonic (cooling)

Fermionic  (overlap)

Bosonic (Wilson Flow)

R. Kitano and NY (KEK)      Index theorem

χt in pure Yang-Milles



All look consistent

We see a clear power law even at a very low temperature.

(at least qualitatively)

[Mages (Lattice 2015 conf.)]

Standard method fails at T > 4 Tc .

Quenched approximation (no dynamical quark)



Problem in the standard method at high T

!t

0 1 2 3-1-2-3

!t measures how often instantons appear in the path integral. 

If !t is nonzero, θ is physical.

Low T

Q

High T

-3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3

〈Q2〉: width of Q-distribution

Above a certain high T, distribution ⇒ δ(Q) 

Fail to estimate χt ( =〈Q2〉/V4 ) when 〈Q2〉≪1



✓ New Method
J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, JHEP 1609 (2016) 021 [arXiv:1606.07175 [hep-lat]]



Give up χt(T) 
Focus on d ln χt(T) / d ln T

!t

0 1 2 3-1-2-3

!t measures how often instantons appear in the path integral. 

If !t is nonzero, θ is physical.

Q

Low T High T

-3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3

New Method
J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, JHEP 1609 (2016) 021 [arXiv:1606.07175 [hep-lat]]



New Method

ω(T) = χt(T) V4   (mπ and Nsite are fixed)

J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, JHEP 1609 (2016) 021 [arXiv:1606.07175 [hep-lat]]

I. INTRODUCTION

The phase diagram of SU(Nc) gauge theories in ✓-T plane has not been understood so far.

In [1], the large Nc limit has been discussed and the phase transition at ✓ = ⇡, i.e. the

spontaneous CP violation, is suggested. On the other hand, in Refs. [2–8], it is argued that

there is no spontaneous CP violation at ✓ = ⇡. For a related work in QCD with quarks, see,

for example, [9].

...

II. LEE-YANG ZEROS ASSOCIATED WITH DISCONTINUITY OF F (✓)

The QCD partition function is given by the summation over all topological sectors as

Z(✓) =
1X

Q=�1

ZQ ei✓Q = e�F (✓) , (1)

Throughout this note, we call F (✓) free energy. The topological susceptibility �t = !/V
4

is

expressed as

! = �tV4

= � d2 lnZ(✓)

d✓2

����
✓=0

= �i
d

d✓

1

Z(✓)

X

Q

QZQe
i✓Q

�����
✓=0

(2)

=

 
�
(
P

Q QZQei✓Q)2

Z2(✓)
+

1

Z(✓)

X

Q

Q2ZQe
i✓Q

!

✓=0

= hQ2i✓=0

, (3)

where V
4

represents the four-dimensional volume and hQi✓=0

= 0 is used.

On a finite volume, Z(✓) never vanishes as long as ✓ is real, but for complex ✓ = ✓R � i✓I

Z(✓) can vanish at isolated points. If those points approach ✓⇤R on the real axis as the volume

increases, they are called the Lee-Yang zeros and indicate the presence of phase transition at

✓ = ✓⇤R in the thermodynamic limit and hence are associated with the non-analyticity of the

free energy.

Substituting ✓ = ✓R � i✓I , and using ZQ = Z�Q, (1) becomes

Z(✓R � i✓I) =
1X

Q=�1

ZQ ei(✓R�i✓I)Q =
1X

Q=�1

ZQ zQ = Z
0

+
1X

Q=1

ZQ

�
zQ + z�Q

�
(4)

= Z
0

+
1X

Q=1

⇢
cos(✓RQ)

�
e+✓IQ + e�✓IQ

�
+ i sin(✓RQ)

�
e+✓IQ � e�✓IQ

��
ZQ

= Z
0

+ 2
1X

Q=1

⇢
cos(✓RQ) cos(✓IQ) + i sin(✓RQ) sinh(✓IQ)

�
ZQ , (5)

2



To experts

ω(T) = χt(T) V4   (mq and Nsite are fixed)

where

(Q2) (Q1)



ω(T) = χt(T) V4   (mq and Nsite are fixed)

When ω ≫ 1, ( 1 + … )

When ω ≪ 1,

To experts



Looks complicated, but calculable!

(Q2) (Q1)

New Method
J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, JHEP 1609 (2016) 021 [arXiv:1606.07175 [hep-lat]]



High T Limit (ɡ2→0 limit)

With |Q|=1, DIGA results χt(T) ~ T −7 is reproduced.

Hight  T Limit ⇒ S(Q)
g |BPST =

8�2

g2
|Q|

cf.

The above is the quenched case. 
Similar argument in dynamical case.

≈ −11 + 4



✓ Test in quench
J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, 

        JHEP 1609 (2016) 021 [arXiv:1606.07175 [hep-lat]]

• V=163×4 (and 243×4) 
• Iwasaki gauge action w/ Q=0, 1, 2 
• Tc < T < 104 Tc



Test in the quenched approximation
[Kitano, Frison, Matsufuru, Mori, NY (2016)]

Consistent with DIGA, 
χt ∝ T −7 at T > 2 Tc  

But 
poor accuracy 
behavior around Tc 
unclear.

(Q2) (Q1)

16^3 x 4



✓ Improved calculation
J. Frison, R. Kitano, H. Matsufuru, S. Mori, NY, in preparation

• V=243×6 
• Iwasaki gauge action w/ Q=0, 5, 19, 36, 45 
• Tc < T < 6 Tc



Test in the quenched approximation
[Kitano, Frison, Matsufuru, Mori, NY, in preparation]

Stat. error significantly 
reduced ! 

χt ∝ T −8 rather than T −7 
around T ~ 6 Tc

(Q2) (Q1)
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FIG. 23: T dependence of �T on 243 ⇥ 6.

29

24^3 x 6

Instanton calculus



Summary

✓ Lattice QCD can explore axion physics! 

✓ New method allows us to calculate χt(T) at 
very high T. 

✓ The instanton calculus will be replaced by 
lattice determination of χt(T) in the estimate 
of the axion abundance.


